[x 1 ,x 2 ,...,x n ] = ®1 • fi(x 2 ) • n 2 (x 3 ) • ...• n^ixn) • a,
where "•" is a binary group operation on G and fi is an automorphism of (G, The characterization of all solutions of the equation (1') by the solutions of the translation equation ( 
2) F(F(a,x),y) = F(a,x-y)
is given in [2] . The paper [3] contains the construction of all solutions of the equation (1') under the additional suppositions: a = e, where e is the unit element of (G, •), and n is the identity on G.
In this paper we solve the problem of solutions of the equation 
),v),z) = <p(ct, x • fi(y) • z),
which is the special case of equation (1') for n = 3 and a = e. In this case H 2 (x) = x for every x 6 G. First we will present two theorems giving a characterization of solutions of the equation (3) by the solutions of the translation equation (2) . The Remark 1. \i tp : T X G -> J 1 is a solution of equation (3), then the function /(a) := e) satisfies equality
Indeed, by equation (3), we have / 3 (a) = /(/(/(a))) = <p ((p(tp(a, e) , e), e) =
<p(a,e) = /(a).
Let us define F : T x G T as follows
THEOREM 1. If (p : T x G T is a solution of the equation (3) and f{ot) := <p(a,e), then the function F : rxG -» T defined by (5) is a solution of the translation equation (2) satisfying equalities
Proof. Since F(a,e) = ip(f(a),e) = / 2 (cc), then (6) holds. Moreover, by (3) and (5), we have
and
which means that F satisfies (2) . Further, we have
i.e., (8) and (7) hold. Proof. By (2), (7), (4), (6), we have
The general solution of the equation.
then <p satisfies (3). Moreover, on account of condition (6) (5), it is necessary and sufficient to describe all solutions of the translation equation (2) satisfying conditions (6) 
and (7).
First, let us remember that the general solution of the translation equation (2) has been given in [6] by the following construction. CONSTRUCTION CI. 1° The function q : r -• r is such that q o q = q. 2° q(r) = Ufcetf A i s a disjoint union of non-empty sets (transitive fibres) such that for every k G K there exists a subgroup G k < G and a bijection gk : G/Gk -> A, where G/Gk is the set of right cosets of the group G with respect to subgroup Gk-
T satisfying equality (4) is fixed in the sequel. Let (G, •) be a binary group and \i be an automorphism of (G, •) such that fi 2 (x) = x for x € G, and F : T X G -> f be a solution of the translation equation (2) fulfilling conditions (6) and (7).
Remark 2. It is clear, by virtue of (4) , that the equality f 2 (F) = f(r) holds true.
According to the point 2° of Construction Ci, we denote by {r^kei< the family of fibres of the solution F.
LEMMA 1. For every fibre only one of the following equalities is fulfilled:
(9) f(r k ) = r k or (10) 3i e
i< : 11 k and /(A) = r h
Proof. Let us choose ao € r k and let us consider two undermentioned possibilities:
(a) f(a 0 ) e r k , (b) f(a 0 ) G r, and I ± k. Ad (a). We will prove (9). Let a 6 r k . Hence F(ao,x) = a for certain x 6 G. By (7),-weh&ve F(f(a 0 ),fJ,(x)) = f(F(a 0 ,x)) = /(a) and, by supposition (a), we get /(a) G r k . Therefore, f(r k ) C r k . Since V a6A / 2 (a) = F(a, e) = a, then r k = f 2 (r k ) = /(/(A)) C /(A) C A, whence /(A) = AAd (b). We will prove (10). For every a G A there exists
= /(a), whence, by 
Indeed, h f{a) (fi{W)) = F(f(a),n(W)) = f(F(a,W)) = f(h a (W)).
DEFINITION. The solution F : r x G T of the translation equation (2) satisfying (6), (7) is called /-compatible (respectively not /-compatible), if all its fibres satisfy condition (9) (respectively (10)). First we will describe solutions which are not /-compatible. 
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4°
The family of sets {r t }ter U {r t }t € T we denote by {r k } keK . The family of subgroups {Gt}teT^{Gt}t&T we denote respectively by {Gk}kei<-The family of bijection {gt} U {g t }t£T we denote by {gk}kei< respectively. 5° We put F(a,x) := g k [ 9 ; 1 (/ 2 (a)
• x], when f 2 (a) € A.
Proof. It is evident that the function F : T x G -»• T obtained by construction C2 is a solution of the translation equation not /-compatible satisfying condition (6) . We will verify the condition (7) only. Let a 6 r, x e G, p\a) <E A, /(a) e There exists t e T such that A = A and ri=T t . We have / (F(a,z) If We G/Gt and g t (W) = / 2 (a), then, by (14), g t (fi(W)) = /(a). From the above f(F(a,x)) = /(£r t (W • a:)) and F(f(a),n\x)) = g t (/J,(W • x)), hence, by (14), we get f (F(a,x)) = F(f(a),fj,(x) ). This ends the first part of the proof.
Let us suppose now that / 3 = /, Af = 0 and F : r X G -* T is not fcompatible solution of the translation equation (2) 
4° The function F : T x G T is defined by equality (18)
F
